
 

 

Autism Strategy Review Group Approved Minute 

CLOSED MEETING 

Monday 9th November 2020 

2.00pm ς 4.00pm 

Virtual Meeting hosted by Zoom 

 

Present: Pauline Beirne, Scottish Government; Kabie Brook, Autism Rights Group Highland (ARGH); 

Jacqueline Campbell (Chair), Scottish Government; Fiona Clarke, Parent representative; Lesley Evans 

(minutes), Autism Network Scotland (ANS);  Fran Foreman, Education Scotland; Kirsty Forsyth, 

National Autism Implementation Team (NAIT); Anne Marie Gallagher, Greater Glasgow and Clyde 

National Health Service (GGC NHS); Richard Ibbotson, Autism Network Scotland (ANS); Thom 

Kirkwood, Aprex Associates;  Callum McCrosson, The Richmond Fellowship Scotland; Fiona Milne, 

Renfrewshire Carers Autism Spectrum Disorder Support Group; Annette Pyle, Scottish Government; 

Louise Scott, Scottish Government;  Catherine Steedman, Autism Initiatives; Charlene Tait, Scottish 

Autism; Bee Vellacott, Inspiring Scotland; Nick Ward, National Autistic Society (NAS) 

Apologies:  Autistic Mutual Aid Society Edinburgh (AMASE; Arron Ashton, Scottish Government; 

Allison Crawford, Inspiring Scotland; Sandra Ferguson, NHS Education Scotland (NES); Brendan 

Nisbet, Scottish Government; Stephanie Rose, Police Scotland; Dr Marion Rutherford, Queen 

Margaret University (NAIT); John Urquhart, COSLA  

 

Welcome and Introductions 

Jacqueline Campbell (JC) welcomed everyone to the online meeting and introductions were 

made by the group.  Meeting etiquette was advised and Louise Scott (LS) agreed to monitor 

the chat function during the meeting. 

Previous Minute and Actions 

ACTION (page 3):  LS to check availability of funding for counselling services in schools and 
link in with appropriate policy colleagues regarding what this means for local authorities. 

¶ LS provided the following update: 

Our 2018 Programme for Government (PfG)1 included a commitment to invest in access to 
school counselling services across education in Scotland. The commitment will ensure that 
every secondary school has access to counselling services, whilst also improving the ability of 
local primary and special schools to access counselling. This commitment forms part of the 
broader response to the challenge of support provided by Child and Adolescent Mental 
Health Services (CAMHS). It will provide a quicker, more effective response to some of the 
ƛǎǎǳŜǎ ǿƘƛŎƘ ŀŦŦŜŎǘ ŎƘƛƭŘǊŜƴ ŀƴŘ ȅƻǳƴƎ ǇŜƻǇƭŜΩǎ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ǿŜƭƭōŜƛƴƎΦ  

                                                             
1 https://www.gov.scot/publications/delivering-today-investing-tomorrow-governments-programme-scotland-
2018-19/ 
 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/delivering-today-investing-tomorrow-governments-programme-scotland-2018-19/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/delivering-today-investing-tomorrow-governments-programme-scotland-2018-19/


 

 

 
We are providing £60m over four years, including £12 million in 2019/20 and £16m million in 
each of the financial years 2020/21, 22 and 23. Funding will be baselined in the local 
government settlement thereafter. We agreed a set of aims and principles2 in order to 
achieve the policy intent behind the commitment of increasing access to counselling, while 
enabling local authorities to ensure any provision is complimentary and linked to existing 
provisions. We also published a guidance document for local authorities3 to support delivery 
of the commitment.  

 
The Scottish Government has previously confirmed that every education authority had 

appropriate plans in place for delivery of this commitment and were on track for all secondary 

schools to have access to a counsellor by the end of October 2020. On 24 September 2020, 

we wrote to all local authorities to seek information on the number of counsellors currently 

allocated to schools.  We are still awaiting returns from a small number of local authorities 

and we will make this information available once it has been compiled. 

ACTION (page 8):  AP to speak with PB re AHP workforce data. 

¶ PB advised the data set is complete and the report will be available end 

November/beginning December  

ACTION:  GB to Invite Anne MacDonald and relevant parties to the next closed meeting 

(closed) 

The previous minute from the closed meeting on 3rd August was agreed. 

 

Scottish Government Update ς Louise Scott (LS)  

An Update Paper (appendix a) was distributed prior to the meeting.  JC advised that the 

Transition and Transformation Plan would be discussed in more detail under AOCB.   

 

LS gave a brief overview of the Plan: 

 

¶ A second draft of a Learning and Disabilities and Autism Framework within Transition and 

Transformation is now sitting with the Minister 

¶ The Plan sets out the actions SG will take or contribute towards in response to lessons 

learnt from the impact of Covid  

¶ The Plan progresses the Strategy, given the current Strategy ends March 2021 as well as 

creating new work streams which are a result of the pandemic 

¶ A number of organisations at this meeting, including Scottish Autism and National Autistic 

Society have been involved in the draft   

¶ Liaising with other departments within SG such as Education, Housing as autism not just 

a Health concern 

 

                                                             
2 https://www.gov.scot/publications/delivery-of-access-to-counsellors-through-schools-aims-and-principles/ 
3 https://www.gov.scot/publications/guidance-education-authorities-establishing-access-counselling-
secondary-schools/ 
 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/delivery-of-access-to-counsellors-through-schools-aims-and-principles/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/guidance-education-authorities-establishing-access-counselling-secondary-schools/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/guidance-education-authorities-establishing-access-counselling-secondary-schools/


 

 

JC thanked LS and said once draft approved, the next steps would be to engage with 

stakeholders and individuals prior to publishing the Plan.  The draft will be shared with the 

Review Group for comments. 

 

RI asked if there was any concern regarding the cross over between the Transition and 

Transformation Plan (published late December/early January) and the Evaluation report (due 

to be published post May).  LS said there is no cross over concern.  Although clear links 

between the two, the evaluation will look at the Strategy and the Transition and 

Transformation Plan will take forward certain areas of that work as well as new areas of work 

still to be decided.   

 

JC stated the need to progress the Plan without undue delay and to think about the 

relationship between what we do now and any future strategies.   

 

JC said the evaluation will be part of the consideration about how we move forward with 

future strategies.  The Plan is the bridge between the end of the current strategy and the start 

of a new one; it is not appropriate to produce a new strategy at the moment with everything 

that is still going on with Covid.    

 

RI asked if the evaluation would be available to the group before publication.  LS did not think 

there would be an issue with this, but would discuss with the Team.  LS said the report will be 

finalised in April 2021 but not be published until after the election.   SG will give some thought 

to how this is shared with stakeholders before made public.  AP suggested using this window 

to do that. 

 

Fiona Milne (FM) asked about accessing funding for Community Groups as she was 

disappointed at the distribution of funds to larger charities.  LS replied that all the funds had 

particular criteria and objectives and the fund to which FM referred to was for national work, 

not a local project.  LS said she would be happy to look at CaΩǎ proposal, but could not 

guarantee an outcome.  

 

AP said since the pandemic SG has provided millions towards each H&SCP for them to use 

towards community services at local level.  FM said she would take this forward at her next 

IJB meeting. 

 

There were no further questions raised. 

 

Update from COSLA ς John Urquhart (JU) 

Unfortunately, JU was unable to provide a verbal update due to technical challenges in joining 

the meeting. 

 

JC said that she and JU have met a few times since starting in the role to discuss links with W/Ωǎ 

team and COSLA on Dementia, Learning Disabilities and Autism.  

 

As SG moves forward with plans the approach is that these are joint plans with COSLA as the 

strategies have been.    

 



 

 

¶ COSLA has seen and commented on the draft Dementia and draft LD and Autism plan  

¶ The proactive engagement going forward will recognise that SG and COSLA are 

partners which will be reflected in the plans which will be joint documents.   

¶ The Minister is aware that this is the intention 

¶ COSLA have their formal meeting of their Health and Social Care Committee on 12th 

December which is opportunity at political level to get their sign off and agreement 

to the Plans.     

 

JC invited questions. 

 

Nick Ward (NW) expressed concern that to date /h{[!Ωǎ engagement with this stream of 

work has been non-existent, and asked how that will change going forward. 

 

JC acknowledged b²Ωǎ frustration and said that having worked with COSLA in previous roles, 

she thought a valuable and productive relationship with them was achievable.  SG and COSLA 

need to reinforce ƛǘΩǎ ŀ Ƨƻƛƴǘ Ǉƭŀƴ ŀǎ ǘƘŜǊŜ are challenges with delivery which cannot be 

changed without this close relationship.    

 

There were no further questions raised. 

 

 

Update from National Autism Implementation Team (NAIT) ς Prof Kirsty Forsyth 

An Update Paper (appendix b) was distributed prior to the meeting.   

KF spoke to the paper and provided a detailed summary of the following areas: 

a. Children and Young People:  Diagnostic Service and School Environment 

b. Young Adults and Adults:  Diagnostic Service and Employment Environment 

KF invited questions.   

JC thanked KF and asked how the work that SG is doing on the neurodevelopmental pathways 

for children and young people will link with the work for adults and the transition issues 

between the two. 

KF replied that the NAIT team are members of the Task Finish Group which has a 

neurodevelopmental service specification.   What has been discussed within that ŎƘƛƭŘǊŜƴΩǎ 

arena has also been discussed with the Royal College of Psychiatrists as they have strong 

transition protocols between ŎƘƛƭŘǊŜƴΩǎ ŀnd adult services to ensure continuity for individuals.    

KF said it was helpful that NAIT had undertaken both sets of work to ensure that bridging 

between the services.  

RI commented that it would be good to feed several points from the paper into the National 

Autism Employability Network and agreed to invite KF to the next meeting.   

RI highlighted the footnote regarding the conference presentations, stating it was misleading 

to say NAIT had 317 views, when this was in fact the total views across all 4 of their 

presentations.  RI also asked where their feedback had been collated from and if this could be 

shared with ANS who were collating feedback from all the presentations for the Q & A panel.   



 

 

KF said feedback had been collated during their national engagement and unsure who to send 

it to, she included it for communication exchange purposes.   

KF said: 

¶ most people found the conference very helpful, but missed the informal networking 

opportunities   

¶ Practitioners also found getting time to watch the material challenging 

¶ Going digital did have positive feedback and going forward having some digital 

element would be useful.   

RI said the ANS team was reflecting on the conference format and considering how to 

overcome the face to face interaction which was missed. RI highlighted that the reach and 

spread was phenomenal. 

FC commented that the school guidance mentioned was well produced and is widely sharing 

it.  However, FC is receiving feedback from parents whose schools differ from what the 

guidance states and asked if more could be done to address this.  KF said she would raise this 

at her meeting with Inclusion Scotland colleagues next week. 

 

ACTION: RI to invite KF to National Autism Employability Network 

ACTION: KF to raise issue of school guidance with Inclusion Scotland  

 

JC invited Bee Vellacott (BV) to provide the update from Inspiring Scotland (IS) 

Update from Inspiring Scotland ς Bee Vellacott 

An Update Paper was distributed prior to the meeting.  This paper was not for wider 
circulation and as such is not included in this minute.   

BV gave a brief overview of the paper, stating that as this was not the final document, 
comments were welcome.   

¶ The full evaluation report will be available in the New Year, which  will determine 
stages 2 & 3 of the campaign   

¶ To date, the campaign has been well-received  

¶ The Advisory Fora have been involved in the run up to the campaign; the Myth 
Busting video with 10 autistic individuals; the Different Minds, One Mind website 
structure, stories, FAQs etc. 

¶ An external organisation is producing an independent evaluation of the Advisory 
Fora, the results of which are due soon.  Findings will shape their future 
development.   

BV said the Charities Project element of the Programme brings the Campaign message to life 

at grass roots level.  Funding aims to make employment and community participation more 

accessible.   



 

 

Employment projects struggled to get their projects off the ground as a result of Covid, 

although 7 projects did continue delivery.  Enable and Auticon, are once again making 

progress, with the latter in the process of employing someone to deliver their employment 

advisory service. 

BV said the Programme Steering Committee had played a key role in the decision making 

across the funded charity projects and the Campaign.  BV extended her thanks to them for 

their time and thoughts.  LS added her thanks to the Steering Committee and Advisory Fora. 

BV invited questions. 

KF and JC said the report was visually engaging and helpful.  BV will pass these comments 

along to the appropriate team. 

 

JC invited Richard Ibbotson (RI) to provide the update from Autism Network Scotland (ANS) 

 

Update from Autism Network Scotland ς Richard Ibbotson 

An Update Paper (appendix c) was distributed prior to the meeting.  

RI mentioned new work elements in addition to what was reported: 

¶ ANS had been approached by Shetland Council to assist with their adult diagnosis 
local survey 

¶ ANS is exploring the possibility of establishing new networks, namely a Parents 
Group Network and an Autism Training/Trainers Network 

¶ Re-engaged with NES to continue development of the E-learning modules  

¶ West Lothian Council looking to host an ASRG meeting in March 2021 

RI stated that the main activity for ANS has been the national conference, for which a report 
(appendix d) was distributed prior to the meeting.   RI acknowledged the challenges and 
lessons learnt for future events of this type.  RI advised that the presentations are all still 
available on the YouTube Channel, with view numbers steadily increasing daily.  ANS is 
looking at how some of the discussions and comments raised for the Q & A session can 
continue with APO involvement.   

RI invited questions. 

JC thanked RI, and was interested in the relationship with H&SCPS and to hear more about 
the Lead Officers. Mindful that work has been paused on the local strategies especially as 
ǘƘŜ !ǳǘƛǎƳ {ǘǊŀǘŜƎȅ ŘƻŜǎƴΩǘ ƘŀǾŜ Ƴuch longer to run, JC will arrange a time to discuss with 
RI how to best engage with Lead Officers around the Transition Plan.   

KF thanked ANS for the hard work they put into the conference.  RI thanked LE and the ANS 
Team. 

FM asked what plan was in place for more local authorities to host the Autism Strategy 
Review Group meeting as only 3 regions have participated to date.  RI said Midlothian was 



 

 

due to host the next meeting, but had to cancel and reiterated West LothianΩǎ Ǉƭŀƴ to host a 
virtual meeting in March 2021.  FM said Renfrewshire was keen to host a meeting. RI agreed 
to discuss taking that forward with FM.   

ACTION:  JC and RI to discuss engaging with Lead Officers re Transformation Plan 

ACTION:  RI to discuss hosting a Strategy Review Group meeting in Renfrewshire with FM  

 

JC invited Sandra Ferguson (SF) to provide the update from NHS Education for Scotland (NES) 

Update from NHS Education Scotland (NES) ς Sandra Ferguson  

An Update Paper (appendix e) was distributed prior to the meeting.   

Unfortunately, Sandra Ferguson (SF) was unable to join the meeting due to technical 
challenges. 

LE agreed to pass on any questions or comments to SF  

 

AOCB 

1. General Discussion on the format and aim of future Autism Strategy Review Group 
Meetings and Transition and Transformation Plan 

JC asked the group to consider and give their views on the best way to collaborate and have 
a leadership arrangement going forward.  Learning Disabilities has a leadership group which 
initially was to be joint chaired by SG and COSLA.  COSLA has been engaging with the group 
but not joint chairing it.   

JC apologised that not everyone has seen the draft plan, but it will be distributed to the 
group as soon as possible. It has a number of shared actions, developed from the last 6 
months of people coming together to discuss issues that affected people around COVID.  
There are also separate elements.    

Although it is a joint plan, it does not mean we need to have joint leadership arrangements.  
This may not be appropriate for Learning Disabilities and autism.  JC asked if there are 
separate arrangements, how we bring those discussions together at appropriate times. 

JC asked the group to reflect on the format of this meeting: 

¶ How we make best use of this type of forum collectively to have a more strategic 
discussion?  

¶ Think about the different areas we represent, how do we pull those resources to talk 
about emerging issues and what we can collectively do to address them?   



 

 

This is the suggested format that the Learning Disabilities Leadership Group is keen to 
discuss going forward. JC there will be some differing priorities for both groups and is keen 
to kick off the discussion on how we work together going forward. 

JC asked if anyone had any comments on what the group would like to see changed or 
added. 

NW said it was a great opportunity to look at how we can work more closely with Learning 
Disabilities community.  Covid has shown there are significant cross overs in terms of the 
challenges our different communities face and potentially in terms of the solutions.  It is still 
important to have an autism focussed forum as there are specific issues which affect autistic 
people.   

In terms of this group, NW said it had not been strategic but more of a sharing forum.  If we 
wish to create something more strategic and collaborative we would need to meet more 
often with greater consistency of attendance.  The group has been unstructured, there is a 
need to focus why we are coming together. 

JC thanked NW and said SG needs a way to monitor the plan going forward, to ensure 
progress is being made.  Valuable to have a place to engage in some strategic discussion and 
have themes around that.   

JC noted the comments on the chat function and that without seeing the Plan it was hard to 
comment on it. 

FC agreed with the comments made by NW.    

As parent and activist, FC said the people in the group, with their knowledge and reach could 
achieve something more strategic.  FC suggested looking at the gaps to direct the collective 
resources in a more efficient way as they do not currently reach communities.  FC agreed 
that although commonalities with Learning Disabilities, it is important to have autism 
specific discussions as are different needs and different support requirements. 

JC acknowledged the need for autism specific discussions.   The plan has picked up on some 
of the shared issues between Learning Disabilities and Autism and hopefully we can 
continue to have joint conversations about those.   

FM said there was place for neurodiverse support but that autism is such a specialised 
subject it would be awful to dilute the limited services that are already out there.  Although 
the strategy has been running for 10 years, not every authority has implemented it.  FM said 
it was very concerning that we can group it with other conditions and have not dealt with it 
as a specific condition yet. 

JC stated that SG is not at the stage of having one strategy that covers all.  As a result of 
Covid, a number of key stakeholder groups have benefited from supporting each other; 
recognition that there are some things they could collaborate on which led to the joint plan.  
No decisions have been made regarding how to move forward with strategies or bringing 
services together at ground level.   



 

 

FM thought the group had participated in many great discussions, however, in 10 years 
ǘƘŜǊŜ ǎƘƻǳƭŘ ƘŀǾŜ ōŜŜƴ ƳƻǊŜ ŘƻƴŜ ƭƻŎŀƭƭȅ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǇŜƻǇƭŜΩǎ ƭƛǾŜǎΦ  FM has seen no 
improvements made by her local authority. 

JC asked AP to comment about monitoring of the strategy. 

AP said in terms of monitoring the local implementation of the strategy SG had a mechanism 
through ANS at the time.  A small team visited the local authority areas, looked at their 
strategies and action plans and helped support them to engage with the wider autistic 
community to get them involved and develop local action plans.   

However, as indicated in the Cross Party Group review of the strategy, the biggest issue is 
the gap in accountability.  SG does not monitor the delivery of the local autism action plans 
or have the role of implementing those strategies. Although that may have been the 
expectation at the start of the strategy, this was never the intention.  Partnering with COSLA 
would not have permitted SG to άcome down hardέ on any region.  Over the last few years 
the role of ANS has also changed to supporting good practice with the autism leads in each 
region.   

JC thanked AP and appreciated the complexity.   JC emphasises the importance of the 
relationship with COSLA going forward and certainly need to consider in this group what the 
role is of the delivery of that framework and how it is undertaken. 

RI said it was worth reflecting that a key comment made at the conference, was the 
variation of local delivery and how in some areas there had been early progress but had 
faltered.  

RI agreed with NW that a focussed discussion would be beneficial for this group as well as 
being autism specific, but that he would not want to lose sight of the information exchange 
and updates as there is no other forum in which to do that. 

JC thanked RI, noting the role of local strategies, which is an area she would like to 
understand, coming into this new role.   

JC asked how national plans and national strategies that SG fund is actually happening in 
local environments; how we are able to work with COSLA and H&SCPs.  She is keen to 
understand the role of the various groups and subgroups and their contribution to our 
understanding of why these plans are not being implemented.  Need intelligence to build on. 
aƛƴƛǎǘŜǊΩǎ ŜȄǇŜŎǘŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǳǎ ŀǎ ƻŦŦƛŎƛŀƭǎΦ   

May not be able to tell H&SCPS how to do things in their local areas but we should seek to 
understand how this is happening and if not happening why.   

JC said all comments received would be picked up and digested.  SG will collate and send the 
key thoughts to the group.  JC agreed to email the group to follow up on conversation re 
what the arrangements should be going forward as next time we meet she would like to be 
implementing those new arrangements. 

ACTION:  Group to send thoughts on format and direction of Autism Review Group to JC.   

ACTION:  SG to collate all comments and distribute key thoughts to the group.  



 

 

2. State Hospital 

KB asked about the additional wards at the State Hospital and if anyone knew the thinking 
behind this and who decided this.  

 AP said this was received through Media Enquiries and stated there was a lot of 
misrepresentation across the media.  Following a person-centered review of the 
environment that the autistic patients were in, reasonable adjustments for the patients 
were made thereafter.  AP ŎƭŀǊƛŦƛŜŘ ƛǘ ǿŀǎƴΩǘ ŜȄǘǊŀ ōŜŘ ǎǇŀŎŜ ōǳǘ ǘƻ ƳƻǊŜ ǎǇŀŎŜ ƛƴ ŀ ǎǳƛǘŀōƭŜ 
environment.  No extra capacity.   

Policy colleagues in Mental Health have been in touch with State Hospital, who in turn have 
discussed with the newspaper the inaccuracies reported.  

KF said that the adult diagnostic pathway discussed in the NAIT Update Paper is inclusive of 
the State Hospital.  Having active dialogue with the psychiatrists there about diagnostic 
pathways and equity of opportunity.  KF will feedback to the group as things emerge. 

3. Next Meeting 

ACTION: LE to create and distribute a Doodle poll sent out for a meeting in 3 monthsΩ ǘƛƳŜ.   

* Transition and Transformation Plan to be replaced by Recovery and Transformation Plan.  

No further AOCB 

 

 

End of Closed Meeting 

Minute approved by SG 
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Appendix b ς National Autism Implementation Team (NAIT) Update Paper 
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Appendix c - Autism Network Scotland Update Paper 
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